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Abstract—Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) attacks have
plagued modern enterprises, causing significant financial losses.
To counter these attacks, researchers propose techniques that
capture the complex and stealthy scenarios of APT attacks by
using provenance graphs to model system entities and their
dependencies. Particularly, to accelerate attack detection and
reduce financial losses, online provenance-based detection systems
that detect and investigate APT attacks under the constraints of
timeliness and limited resources are in dire need. Unfortunately,
existing online systems usually sacrifice detection granularity to
reduce computational complexity and produce provenance graphs
with more than 100,000 nodes, posing challenges for security
admins to interpret the detection results. In this paper, we design
and implement NODLINK, the first online detection system that
maintains high detection accuracy without sacrificing detection
granularity. Our insight is that the APT attack detection process
in online provenance-based detection systems can be modeled
as a Steiner Tree Problem (STP), which has efficient online
approximation algorithms that recover concise attack-related
provenance graphs with a theoretically bounded error. To utilize
the frameworks of the STP approximation algorithm for APT
attack detection, we propose a novel design of in-memory cache,
an efficient attack screening method, and a new STP approxima-
tion algorithm that is more efficient than the conventional one
in APT attack detection while maintaining the same complexity.
We evaluate NODLINK in a production environment. The open-
world experiment shows that NODLINK outperforms two state-of-
the-art (SOTA) online provenance analysis systems by achieving
magnitudes higher detection and investigation accuracy while
having the same or higher throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) attacks have become a
major threat to modern enterprises [8], [57]. Existing Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR) systems adopted by these
enterprises to defend against cyber attacks have difficulties
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in countering APT attacks due to the lack of capability to
recover the complex causality relationships between the steps
of APT attacks [17], [50], [76], [66], [64], [43]. Therefore,
practitioners and researchers [73], [13], [25], [59], [30], [69],
[75] now analyze the system auditing events in provenance
data to recover APT attack scenarios. Unfortunately, most of
the existing provenance analysis systems only support post-
mortem analysis for alerts of EDR systems, which can delay
the accurate detection of APT attacks for a week [68] and
cause significant financial losses. As shown in a recent study,
it costs an enterprise about $32,000 each day when an attacker
persists in the network [28].

To this end, researchers have built online provenance-
based detection systems that detect and investigate APT attacks
simultaneously [45], [74], [37], [46], [40]. Unlike post-mortem
analysis systems, online provenance-based detection systems
can detect and recover the logic of an APT attack within sec-
onds of its occurrence, allowing security admins to respond in
time and reduce potential losses. Furthermore, by conducting
a comprehensive analysis on the whole APT attack campaign
instead of individual system events, online provenance-based
detection systems have substantially fewer false positives than
conventional EDR systems, further improving the effectiveness
and efficiency of APT attack investigation [41], [42].

Despite these promising early results, building an accurate
online detection system is still conceptually challenging due
to the constraint of limited resources and the high expectation
of timeliness. Recent research has shown that the operating
cost is the primary bottleneck for the industry to adopt an
EDR system [21]. Thus, it is important to reduce the running
cost of provenance-based detection system. Meanwhile, people
still expect a provenance-based detection system to detect APT
attacks in a timely online manner. Unfortunately, achieving
high detection accuracy under the constraints of timeliness and
limited resources is particularly challenging as provenance data
is a highly structured graph (called provenance graph) [41],
[92]. Existing graph processing algorithms, such as graph neu-
ral networks [38] or iterative message passing algorithms [41],
cannot be directly applied due to their low efficiency.

To address these challenges, recent online provenance-
based detection systems over-approximate the highly struc-
tured provenance graph with low-dimensional data struc-
tures [37] or manually crafted rules [45], [74], [46], [40].
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While these systems reduce the computational complexity by
sacrificing detection granularity, they make the detection result
hard to interpret. For instance, given an APT attack captured
in the provenance data, one of the SOTA online detection
systems, UNICORN [37], may generate a provenance graph
with more than 100,000 nodes. However, only fewer than 100
nodes are related to the APT attack. Thus, identifying the
attack steps represented by such a small number of nodes out
of the provenance graph is like “searching for a needle in a
haystack,” which is extremely difficult for the security admins.

Generally, the workflow of provenance-based APT detec-
tion [45], [74], [46], [40], [92], [13], [97], [38], [85] contains
three steps: ① attack candidate detection, which selects Indica-
tors of Compromise (IOC) or anomalous events; ② provenance
graph construction, which builds graphs with nodes represent-
ing system entities and edges representing entity interactions
(e.g., read/write files) to uncover the interactions between the
IOCs or anomalies; ③ comprehensive detection, which detects
APT attacks based on the provenance graphs built in step ②.
Among the three steps, the quality of the provenance graph
built in step ② is the key to accurate and fine-grained detection.
Unfortunately, building an optimally concise and accurate
provenance graph that discloses the interactions between the
IOCs or anomalies is challenging [25], [41]. The heuristics
used by existing approaches either overly approximate the
provenance graph [98], miss critical information [37], or are
too heavy for online detection systems [92], [38]. Therefore,
they cannot achieve conciseness, efficiency, and accuracy at
the same time.

In this paper, we propose the FIRST online detection
system that achieves fine-grained detection while maintaining
detection accuracy under the constraints of timeliness and lim-
ited resources. Existing approaches fail to achieve conciseness,
efficiency, and accuracy for APT detection simultaneously
due to their fundamental limitation: lack of formal models
of multiple goals of APT detection. Thus, to address this
fundamental limitation, we propose to model the provenance
graph construction (step ② of provenance detection) as an
STP (Steiner Tree Problem) [49], [51], which is effective in
modeling multiple goals and has efficient online approximation
solutions with theoretical bounded errors. Consider IOCs or
anomalies as a set of predefined nodes in STP (i.e., terminals),
and assign each interaction among system entities with the
same non-negative weight. Then building a provenance graph
can be modeled as an online STP, which searches for a sub-
graph that links all anomalies with minimal numbers of edges.
By doing so, we can design an approximation algorithm that
ensures a subgraph with minimal edges within a theoretically
bounded error range in polynomial time.

Although it sounds promising, solving the problem of APT
attack detection based on STP faces three main challenges.
The first one is how to detect long-term attacks. STP requires
knowing the whole provenance graph in advance. However,
keeping all provenance data in memory is impossible due to
data size and storing it in an on-disk database is not practical
either due to the I/O bottleneck. A straightforward approach
of using a time window that only holds the most recent data
is not always effective as attackers can take longer than the
window allows. To solve this problem, we propose a novel
in-memory cache design with a scoring method to prioritize

events that may cause APT attacks and capture long-running
attacks within the time window of STP. The second chal-
lenge is how to efficiently identify terminals in STP. Existing
detection methods depend on intensive random walking and
message passing on the provenance graph [38], [41], [92],
which is not suitable for an online system. To solve this
problem, we design an IDF-weighted three-layered Variational
AutoEncoder (VAE) that requires minimal computation. The
last challenge is that the current approximation algorithms for
STP are still not efficient enough for APT attack detection.
Existing approaches [51], [99], [77], [34] require finding the
shortest path between two nodes, which is too expensive
for online APT attack detection. To solve this problem, we
develop an importance-oriented greedy algorithm for online
STP optimization that achieves low computing complexity
with a bounded competitive ratio.

We implement NODLINK as a working system and deploy
it to a beta version of the commercial Security Operations
Center (SOC) of a security company, Sangfor. We evalu-
ate NODLINK with an open-world setting in the production
environments of customers of Sangfor, including hospitals,
universities, and factories. This is the first open-world eval-
uation on provenance-based APT detection systems. During
two-day testing, NODLINK successfully detected seven real
attacks that happened in the customer’s production environ-
ment. It outperforms the SOTA APT attack detection systems,
HOLMES [74] and UNICORN [37], in terms of the accuracy
of detecting attacks from the provenance data and the accuracy
of revealing attack steps from the detected attacks. Particularly,
HOLMES fails to detect any attacks due to its incomplete
rule set while UNICORN generates seven times more false
positives on the graph level and three orders of MAGNITUDE
more false positives on the node level. Besides the open-world
experiment, we also evaluate NODLINK with public datasets
and in-lab-made datasets that simulate the internal environ-
ments of Sangfor. The conclusion is also consistent with the
open-world experiments: NODLINK consistently outperforms
HOLMES and UNICORN by generating magnitudes fewer
false positives.

In summary, our main contribution is proposing a formal
and rigorous mathematical framework based on STP to model
APT detection. This model enables efficient and accurate de-
tection of APT attacks with valid approximation bounds. This
is the first paper with theoretical analysis of APT detection
error, to our best knowledge. Further, we did not simply apply
the STP model since it is not efficient enough for online APT
detection (See Section V.C HopSet Construction). Instead, we
propose a novel SPT framework that is more efficient while
maintaining the approximation error. We also provide new
theoretical analysis of the error of our HopSet Construction
in Section V.E. See Section V.C for why STP is not efficient
enough. We summarize our major contributions as follows:

• We model the APT detection as the online STP, which
provides a new vision in online APT detection.
• We design and implement an online APT detection system,

NODLINK, that achieves fine-grained detection with timeli-
ness and limited resources based on STP.
• We evaluate NODLINK in real production environments.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first open-world
evaluation of provenance-based APT attack detection.
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TABLE I: System events of provenance analysis

Events Operation Types
Process↔File read, write, create, chmod, rename

Process↔Process fork, clone, execve, pipe
Process↔IP sendto, recvfrom, recvmsg, sendmsg

• We release an open-source version of NODLINK along with
a new public provenance dataset for attack detection that
simulates the internal environment of Sangfor at https://gith
ub.com/Nodlink/Simulated-Data.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the background of provenance
analysis and provenance-based detection systems, and describe
the metrics to measure their performance.

A. Provenance Analysis

Provenance analysis systems collect system auditing events
of system calls from kernels using system monitoring tools,
such as Sysdig [87] and Linux Audit [83], and build a prove-
nance graph based on the collected events to show activities
between system entities. A provenance graph is a directed
graph. Its nodes are system entities, such as processes, files,
and IP addresses. The edges of a provenance graph are control
and data flows between system entities. For instance, there is
an edge from process p1 to process p2 if p1 forks p2. Similarly,
an edge links process p1 and file f1 if p1 writes data to f1.
Currently, several pieces of research are developed to build
and analyze provenance graphs. These approaches span from
system monitoring tools [55], [80], data storage [26], [47],
[62], [89], [101], and attack detection and investigation [45],
[74], [46], [37], [73], [13]. Following the existing work [25],
[92], [74], [46], [45], [13], [105], we focus on the system
events that are critical to attack steps, which we list in Table I.

Despite the effectiveness of provenance analysis systems,
their data logging can generate a colossal amount of records,
which introduces significant pressure in log processing, and
thus most existing provenance analysis systems only support
post-mortem analysis for alerts of EDR systems. To address
this problem, provenance-based detection system has received
extensive research in recent years [45], [74], [46], [70], [37],
[92], [105], [52]. It takes the system auditing events as input
and outputs alerts in the form of provenance graphs when it
detects attacks. Compared with the conventional EDR systems
that process each event individually, provenance-based detec-
tion systems leverage the structure and dependency informa-
tion of the provenance graph to design detection algorithms.
However, existing solutions still suffer from challenges and
limitations, as we will discuss below.

We illustrate the challenges and limitations in detecting and
investigating a real-world APT attack (APT29 [2]). Figure 1
shows the provenance graph of APT29. In APT29, an attacker
compromises the Chrome browser on the victim’s machine
and leverages PowerShell to run malicious scripts. Then the
malicious PowerShell script tries to obtain the root privilege
on the victim’s machine and, at the same time, executes the
Mimikatz tool to get user credentials for lateral movement. The

attacker then further attacks another host in the same network
once he has the credentials of a different user.

Challenges: The challenges come from the high volume of
data and the imbalanced ratio between attack and benign
events. For instance, the provenance graph that contains the
APT29 in Figure 1 has more than 20K events. However, there
are only about 200 events that are attack-relevant (shown using
red dash-dotted boxes) and more than 99% of the events are
attack-irrelevant events introduced by benign system activities
(shown using green solid boxes) [41], [68]. Furthermore,
benign events may look similar to attack-related events in the
provenance data, which further increases the difficulty in de-
tecting attacks precisely. For instance, in Figure 1, the attacker
leverages PowerShell to run malicious scripts. However, the
system administrator may also use PowerShell to maintain
the system. Simple solutions, such as a blacklist of process
names, do not work because they cannot distinguish whether
the attacker or the system administrator uses PowerShell.

Limitations of Existing Techniques: Existing provenance-
based detection systems can be categorized into two groups:
rule-based and learning-based systems. Numerous instances
within both groups have demonstrated the capability to achieve
practical graph-level accuracy [45], [74], [46], [37], [73],
[13], [42]. However, existing systems cannot achieve sufficient
node-level precision and node-level recall simultaneously.

Rule-based systems suffer low node-level accuracy due to
the incomplete rule set. For instance, one of the SOTA rule-
based systems, HOLMES [74], cannot detect the attack steps
in the blue dotted boxes in Figure 1. The reason is that the
rules of HOLMES are initiated from external untrusted IPs,
while the mail process does not have a direct connection to
the external IP addresses. Thus, the output graph of HOLMES
for the attack in Figure 1 is fragmented. It fails to link the
attack steps on HOST2 to the attack steps on HOST1, posing
challenges for root cause analysis. Besides, rule-based systems
generate many false positives on the node level since the rules
cannot model all features of a dynamic system well.

On the flip side, learning-based systems have low node-
level precision due to over-approximation. To support on-
line detection, existing learning-based approaches project
the provenance graph into low-dimensional data structures
to reduce the computational complexity, leading to over-
approximation. For instance, the SOTA learning-based online
detection approach, UNICORN [37], converts the provenance
graph into a hashing vector. Thus, UNICORN cannot pinpoint
the attack-relevant nodes in Figure 1 (shown in red dash-
dotted boxes) from the benign data (shown in green dash-
dotted boxes), leading to a low node-level precision (<1%).

B. Online Steiner Tree Problem

Online STP is a combinatorial optimization problem [51]
determined to be an NP-Complete problem with bounded ap-
proximation [56], [31], [61], [88], [71], [20], [95], [33]. Given
an undirected graph G = (V,E) with non-negative edges
weights we for each edge e ∈ E and a sequence of online
revealed vertices (called terminals) T = {t1, t2, . . . , tk}, it
outputs a subgraph Si of G that spans {t1, t2, . . . , ti}. The
objective is to minimize the total cost of c(

⋃k
i=1 Si).
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Fig. 1: Example provenance graph of APT29. NODLINK is able to pinpoint the attack in a concise alert provenance graph
with about 200 nodes. The main part of the alert provenance graph is marked by the red dotted line. Critical attack steps are
highlighted in red-shaded rectangles.

The general framework of online STP optimization algo-
rithm is presented in Algorithm 1. For each new terminal ti that
arrives, we select the set Si of unselected edges that connects ti
to the current solution of the algorithm. This set Si is chosen to
be the cheapest, which has the minimal weighted edges, among
all possible sets that connect ti to the existing terminals. To
find this set, it uses a greedy approach: it computes the shortest
path Pj between ti and each previous terminal tj where j < i,
and then it picks the cheapest one as Si. We add Si to the
solution and repeat this process until all terminals have arrived.
The final solution is the union of all sets Si.

Competitive Ratio: The competitive ratio is a common mea-
sure for evaluating online STP. It is the worst-case cost of the
online algorithm’s solution, denoted by c(∪ki Si), with the cost
of an optimal solution that has full knowledge of the input,
denoted by c(O∗). Formally, the competitive ratio is defined
as c(∪k

i Si)
c(O∗) [19].

Algorithm 1 can achieve a competitive ratio of
O(log(k)) [51], where k is the number of terminals. According
to theoretical analysis, the competitive ratio of any online
Steiner tree algorithm is O(log(k)) [51]. Therefore, the simple
greedy algorithm is optimal for online Steiner Tree building.

III. THREAT MODEL

Our threat model is similar to the previous work on
learning-based provenance-based attack detection [41], [37].
We assume attacks have distinct features, which can be de-
tected by statistical patterns or manually created rules. We
assume that the system-level auditing frameworks are secure,
which means that they can faithfully record system activities
with sufficient details. In addition, we assume the storage and

Algorithm 1: Greedy Algorithm for Online STP
Input : the Undirected Weighted Graph G, Terminal

Stream TS
Output: Selected Edge Set S

1 T ← ∅
2 S ← ∅
3 while ti arrives from TS do
4 PATH ← ∅
5 for tj ∈ T do
6 Pj ← shortest path(ti, tj , G)
7 PATH ← PATH.add(Pj)
8 Si ← get min cost(PATH)
9 S ← S ∪ Si

10 T ← T.add(ti)
11 return S

transmission of system logs are secure. Although there are
several attack vectors that may compromise the collection,
storage, and transmission of system logs [72], [80], they are
beyond the scope of this work. We do not consider the attacks
performed using implicit flows (e.g., side channels) that do not
go through kernel-layer auditing and thus cannot be captured
by the underlying provenance tracker. Although we allow
attacks in the training data, we assume that the majority of
the training data are not contaminated by attacks.

IV. OVERVIEW OF NODLINK

Generally, NODLINK is an online APT attack detection
system. It accepts an event stream of system provenance events
collected from the agents installed on the monitored hosts. The
outputs of NODLINK are concise alert provenance graphs that
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contain critical attack steps. An example of alert provenance
graph is shown in Figure 1 (marked by the red dotted box with
about 200 events).

Algorithm 2 shows the high-level workflow of NODLINK,
which is similar to existing detection systems [45], [74], [46],
[70], [37], [92], [105], [52]. Our NODLINK algorithm detects
anomalies every ∆ (∆ = 10 in our implementation) seconds
through four phases: (1) In Memory Cache Building(line
6), (2) Terminal Identification(line 7), (3) Hopset Construc-
tion(line 8), and (4) Comprehensive Detection(line 9). We
fetch events and store them in a cache, allowing NODLINK
to track the causalities of events of long-running attacks in
memory without suffering from the performance bottleneck
introduced by slow I/O. Suspicious processes are identified
and assigned anomaly scores based on local features, such as
the command lines, process names, and accessed files. Hopsets
are constructed for each terminal to connect topologically
close event-level anomalies. Finally, we merge hopsets with
the cache and report any subgraph with deviating anomaly
scores as an alert to reduce false positives.

The key novelty of our approach is in Phase 3 of Hopset
Construction. Existing approaches either use heavy graph
learning algorithms [92], [106] or heuristics that are error
prone [74]. In our approach, we propose an online-STP-based
approach that ensures conciseness, accuracy, and efficiency.
To model the APT attack detection on provenance graph as
STP, we regard the attack-related processes as terminals and
convert the directed graph to an undirected graph with equal
non-negative weight w of each edge, w = 1 for simplification.
It helps us to model terminals that do not have a direct causal
relationship but have dependencies on the same node. Thus the
object of APT detection is to identify the terminal set T first
and find the edge set S that can connect all the attack-related
nodes with the minimal total weight c(S) =

∑
(u,v)∈S wuv ,

which is a standard STP formula. Then, our system raises an
alert if the aggregated anomaly score of the nodes in the Steiner
tree is larger than a threshold.

In addition, we also design a novel in-memory cache that
addresses long-running attacks while ensuring efficiency. For
online APT detection, a time window is required to buffer
newly coming events. However, the attacker may abuse a
naive time window by taking long-running attacks. To this
end, we design the time window as an in-memory cache that
keeps updated and anomalous nodes in memory and evicts
other nodes to the disk(line 4). While building the Steiner
Trees, once our system encounters a node evicted to the disk,
it loads it back to the memory. This design ensures that
NODLINK can handle long-running attacks while maintaining
the performance of the online algorithm.

We have also adapted the standard online STP algorithm
for APT attack detection. In Algorithm 1, the step of finding
the shortest path between the newly arrived terminal and
having seen terminals at line 6 is too time-consuming for an
online detection system. Therefore we design an importance-
oriented greedy algorithm that reduces the time complexity
from O(N2) to O(N), where N is the number of nodes, for the
step of Hopset Construction. We further provide the theoretical
analysis in Section V-E.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm of NODLINK Solving the
APT Detection as STP

Input : Event Stream E, Time Window ∆
Output: Attack Graph AG

1 C ← ∅
2 time← 0
3 Et ← ∅
4 while catching e from E do
5 if time ≥ ∆ then
6 G← cache building(Et)
7 T ← terminal identification(G)
8 C ← hopset construction(G,T )
9 AG← comprehensive detection(C)

10 if AG ̸= ∅ then
11 Raise Alerts AG
12 Et ← ∅
13 time← 0
14 else
15 Et.add(e)
16 time← time.increase()

V. DESIGN DETAILS

In this section, we present the design details of the com-
ponents of NODLINK.

A. In-memory Cache

We design the time window of NODLINK as an in-memory
cache to address the long-running attacks and maintain the ef-
ficiency of the online STP optimization algorithm. It maintains
the latest anomalous nodes in memory and evicts the outdated
and benign nodes to disk.

In our design, the in-memory cache contains the edges of
the provenance graph in the form of < srcid, dstid, attr >,
where srcid and dstid are the IDs of the source and destination
of an edge, respectively, and attr is the attribute of the edge,
which includes the operation types and time stamps. The
types of edges and their available operation types are listed in
Table I. NODLINK also stores necessary attributes for nodes in
the directed graph, which are processes, files, and IP addresses.
For processes, NODLINK stores their command lines, process
names, pids, and uids. For files and IPs, NODLINK stores their
paths and IPs with ports, respectively.

Cache Updates: Generally, the in-memory cache buffers
subgraphs that (1) have higher anomaly scores and (2) are
actively evolving. The in-memory cache updates every time
window with length ∆ with the solutions of STP in the current
time window. NODLINK utilizes the in-memory cache for
global STP solution and false positive reduction, which we
will discuss in Section V-D in detail.

NODLINK organizes the subgraphs in the cache as hopset
and gives each hopset a hopset anomaly score (HAS). On the
high level, a hopset is a subset of the provenance graph that
contains the local context information of a set of event-level
anomalies. HAS indicates the degree of abnormality for each
hopset. We will discuss the details of hopset and HAS in the
following sections.

We define the energy of a hopset, h, as E = ϵage ∗has(h),
where ϵ is a decaying factor, age is the number of time win-
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dows passed since the last update to the hopset. age = 0 if the
given hopset has been updated in the last time window (e.g.,
new events are added to the graph). Otherwise, NODLINK
increases age by one for every time window passes. When
the cache is full, NODLINK evicts the hopset with the lowest
energy to the Neo4j [6] database.

Retrieving Nodes From the Disk: To detect long-term
attacks, NODLINK designs the storage policy of the graph
database and retrieves the subgraphs from the database when
encountering the evicted nodes. When evicting the hopset to
the disk, NODLINK stores all the relationships and attributes
of nodes and edges, including the anomaly score, and removes
them out. NODLINK assigns a unique uuid for each node using
md5 value. For processes, NODLINK calculates the md5 of
pid + tid + command line. For files, NODLINK calculates the
md5 of /full/path/filename. For IPs, NODLINK calculates the
md5 of src ip:port:dst ip:port. Thus NODLINK can retrieve
the attributes of the evicted node and hopset.

Since each node has a unique uuid, we can check if the
node is evicted to disk by looking it up in the cache. Because
the nodes in the cache are organized by a hashtable, it takes
O(1) time for the lookup operation. If the node is not in
the cache, NODLINK queries the attributes of the node and
the hopset that contains it. Then NODLINK merges them and
recalculates the HAS. In this way, NODLINK can detect the
entire APT attack campaigns.

B. Terminal Identification

In Terminal Identification, NODLINK scans the in-memory
cache and identifies suspicious process nodes as terminals
based on their node-level features. Note that although the
output of NODLINK only contains anomalous processes, it
does consider anomalous files and IP addresses. NODLINK
merges the anomalous files and IP addresses to the processes
that access them. The logic behind this design decision is
that malicious files and IPs cannot be effective before being
accessed by a process. Therefore, focusing on anomalous
processes can reduce the duplicated alerts on files and IPs
without losing node-level accuracy. NODLINK analyzes three
types of node-level features: the command line that starts a
process (command line), the files accessed by a process (files),
and IP addresses accessed by a process (network). Terminal
Identification consists of two steps: First, it embeds process
nodes into numerical vectors based on node-level features.
Second, it uses a machine learning model to detect anomalies.

1) Embedding: During Terminal Identification, NODLINK
first projects node-level features of a process to numerical
vectors. On a high level, the embedding of a process is a
weighted sum of the embedding vectors of the three node-
level features. NODLINK chooses to embed node-level features
with Natural Language Processing (NLP) technique to handle
unseen patterns in node-level features. The embedding process
has two steps. NODLINK first embeds command lines, file
names, and IP addresses, respectively. Then it combines the
embedding of them as the final embedding of a process.

In the first step, NODLINK converts the command lines, file
paths, and IP addresses into a sentence of natural language and
then uses the document embedding tools in NLP to convert the
sentence into a vector. The insight behind this design is that

command lines contain natural language terms that represent
the semantics of a process. For instance, in the command
“date -d 4857 second ago +%s”, “date”, “second”, and “ago”,
are natural language terms that indicate the functionality of
the process. NODLINK converts non-alphanumeric symbols
into spaces to convert node-level features into sentences.
For example, NODLINK converts file “/etc/tmp/log.txt” into
a sentence “etc tmp log txt” and converts the quadruple of
IP “<126.7.8.7, 80, 162.0.0.1, 8080>” into a sentence “126 7
8 7 80 162 0 0 1 8080” by considering “.” as spaces. After
the conversion, NODLINK uses FastText [18] to convert the
sentence to a numerical vector. We choose FastText because
of its efficiency [18]. We can also use other more sophisticated
sentence embedding techniques. However, since NODLINK has
achieved magnitudes higher node-level accuracy than baselines
in our evaluation, we leave the design of such a better sentence
embedding technique as our future work.

The main challenge for embedding node-level features is
that they may contain strings that are not a part of natu-
ral languages. For example, “/var/spool/8b7dc29d0e” contains
the hash string “8b7dc29d0e”. Existing NLP-based document
embedding techniques cannot process these special tokens.
Therefore, NODLINK removes the non-natural-linguistic by
deleting tokens that do not have valid meanings with the NLP
technique Nostril [48].

The second step for embedding is to sum the numerical
vectors of the three node-level features. Formally, the embed-
ding vector of a process is defined as:

Vp = wc ∗ Vc +
∑

wfi ∗ Vfi +
∑

wni ∗ Vni

, where Vc, Vfi, Vni are the embedding vectors of the command
line, files and network connections, respectively, wc, wfi, and
wni are the weights.

Formally, the weight wfi of a file is defined as w =
log( P

Pfi
), where P is the number of all the processes and Pf

is the number of the processes that operate the filefi. We use
a similar method to calculate the weights wni for IP addresses.
The logic behind this design is to address files and IP addresses
commonly shared by different processes [68]. For example, all
processes load the libc file. Thus, the libc is not useful for
modeling the local features of a process. Then, we design the
weight to degrade the impact of the files or IP addresses like
the libc file to improve the accuracy for process modeling.
Lastly, The weight of the command line wc is the average of
the weights of all files and IPs to ensure that wc is on the same
order of magnitude of files and IP addresses.

Note that NODLINK may achieve better process embedding
by leveraging more complex graph embedding techniques [38],
[90], [78]. However, since these techniques require passing
messages across the whole provenance graph, they are too
heavy for an online detection system.

2) Anomaly Detection: To detect terminals, NODLINK
leverages a VAE model [60] to calculate the anomaly score for
each process node in the provenance graph and then identifies
the nodes with higher anomaly scores as terminals. VAE model
is widely used as a lightweight anomaly detection model in
other tasks [100], [65], [109]. We choose to use the VAE model
because it is efficient for an online detection system [107].
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The VAE model used by NODLINK is a standard one for
anomaly detection [11]. The input of the model is Vp, the em-
bedding vector of a process node p. The output is an anomaly
score. The high-level process for NODLINK is as follows. First,
for a process node, NODLINK feeds its embedding vector Vp to
the VAE model and gets the reconstruction of the input vector
as V ′

p . Then, NODLINK compares V ′
p to Vp. If V ′

p differs from
Vp significantly, the input node p is more likely an anomalous
node. NODLINK numerically measures the difference between
V ′
p and Vp with the normalized MSELoss, following other

VAE-based anomaly detectors [108], [81]. To follow the com-
mon terms in machine learning, we use the reconstruction error
RE to represent the value of the MSELoss between V ′

p and
Vp. Based on existing related work in machine learning [14],
RE measures the rareness of a process. In other words, a high
RE means the input process node is more likely an anomaly
according to historical data.

A straightforward method to calculate the anomaly score
for a process node is to use the reconstruction error directly.
However, this method may generate false positives for unstable
processes [68], which are the processes that often access
random files or IP addresses. For instance, a web browser
tends to access random IP addresses. Directly using the re-
construction error will constantly identify processes like web
browsers as terminals, leading to false positives. To address
the problem of unstable processes, we introduce a stability
score SV to balance the reconstruction error for unstable
processes. For NODLINK, we define SV as the cluster number
of embedding vectors of the processes with the same name as
p in the historical data, following related work [41]. Formally,
NODLINK calculates its anomaly score with the equation:

AS(p) = log(
RE(p)

SV (p)
)

, where p is the embedding vector of a process, RE is the
reconstruction error given by the VAE model, and SV is the
stability score of the process p. RE is divided by SV to reduce
the impact of unstable processes.

To detect terminals, NODLINK marks a process node as
anomalous if its AS is higher than the 90th percentile of AS
in historical data. This threshold is a widely used threshold for
VAE-based anomaly detection [79], [109], [14]. In the design
of NODLINK, we do not use other values for the threshold to
ensure that our approach can be generalized.

Offline Model-Training: Although NODLINK is an online
detection framework, it needs to train the FastText model,
the VAE model, the SV model, and the threshold to raise
anomalies from the historical data offline. NODLINK trains
the FastText model on the command lines, file paths, and IP
addresses in the historical data. Then, NODLINK uses trained
embedding vectors to further train the VAE model. NODLINK
calculates SV offline by periodically running the DBSCAN
algorithm [58] on the historical data. It first classifies the
process embedding vectors into distinct groups. Then, the
process name and its number of clusters are stored in an in-
memory hash table for online anomaly score calculation.

C. Hopset Construction

After detecting terminals in Terminal Identification,
NODLINK runs Hopset Construction to solve the STP in

the current time window. The hopset in a certain time win-
dow is the neighbor context for each terminal, which in-
cludes bounded neighbor nodes and the paths to these nodes.
NODLINK utilizes the greedy algorithm, which we called
Importance-Score-Guided Search (ISG) algorithm, to construct
the hopset based on the local information, such as AS and node
degree. Hopset Construction outputs an approximated solution
of STP with low complexity and bounded competitive ratio,
described in Section V-E.

Holistically, Hopset Construction follows the algorithm
framework in Algorithm 1 to build the Steiner trees. However,
in Algorithm 1, finding the shortest paths at line 6 has a
complexity of O(N2) using Dijkstra’s algorithm [44], where N
is the number of nodes. This is still too expensive for an online
detection solution. To this end, we designed an importance-
score-guided search that has a complexity of O(N).

The workflow of Hopset Construction is as follows. As-
suming that there are n nodes in terminals, Hopset Construc-
tion first starts n searching procedures, each for one of the
terminals. The search process is greedy by an importance
score of IV . Each greedy searching procedure generates a
hopset, and the number of nodes is bounded. NODLINK stops
exploring new nodes if it has already discovered θ nodes.
This early stopping is motivated by the assumption of attack
polymerism [41], [38], [92], [25], [106], [46], [40], which says
that attack actions are topologically close in the provenance
graph because attackers need to create the execution chain of
attack actions step by step through a sequence of footholds.

Our tool merges overlapping hopsets during greedy search-
ing to efficiently connect terminals within bounded node
exploring instead of utilizing the shortest path algorithm with
high complexity used in the classic greedy algorithm [51].
This approximated solution reduces false positives in anomaly
detection by identifying topologically close attack-related
anomalies. Hopset Construction assigns a HAS to each hopset
for future investigation, focusing on more important nodes
based on anomaly score and distance from terminals. This
deprioritizes far nodes to exclude false positives and leverage
the attack polymerism of APT attacks, which states that attack-
related event-level anomalies are topologically close in the
provenance graph because attackers conduct attack activities
through a few footholds, such as backdoors or reverse shells.

The key component of Hopset Construction is the design of
the importance score, which allows NODLINK to focus limited
computational resources on more important nodes. Our design
of IV considers two major factors. The first is the anomaly
score AS. The second is the distance from the closest node in
terminals. The intuition behind the distance is to leverage the
attack polymerism of APT attacks [38], [46], [41], which says
that the influence of an attack step candidate decreases with
distance. Thus, NODLINK deprioritizes the nodes that are far
from terminals to further exclude false positives in terminals.
Formally, IV of a node n is defined as:

IV (n) = αi(β ∗AS(n) + γ ∗ FANOUT (n)) (1)

In Equation 1, αi reflects the distance between n and
terminals. It decreases IV when n is far from terminals.
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Specifically, 0 < α < 1 is a distance decaying factor, and i is
the number of hops between n and its nearest terminals. AS(n)
is the anomaly score of the node, as defined in Section V-B2

In Equation 1, we also introduce a supplementary fac-
tor FANOUT (n) for a node n, which is defined as
FANOUT (n) = out degree(n)/(in degree(n) + 1). We
introduce this term because we observe that some processes
have the tendency to generate a multitude of “leaf” nodes
that do not propagate data and control flow dependencies.
These “leaf” nodes are not interesting for APT attack detection
and investigation [68]. Thus, we use the FANOUT term to
deprioritize them. We combine FANOUT and AS with two
weights β and γ. Note that in the design of NODLINK, AS is
the main factor, while FANOUT is the supplementary factor.
Thus, NODLINK only requires β >> γ.

Graph Anomaly Score Calculation: The last step of Hopset
Construction is to assign the anomaly score HAS to each
hopset. We define the HAS for a hopset as the sum of
all anomaly scores of all nodes in the hopset, or formally,
has(Hi) =

∑
n∈Hi

AS(n). Note that since NODLINK has
already excluded nonimportant nodes based on IV , nodes in
hopset are likely to be attack-relevant. Thus, the sum of AS
only includes the nodes that are highly likely to be attack-
relevant. This design helps improve the node-level accuracy
and graph-level accuracy, defined in Section VI-B, by avoiding
attack-irrelevant events.

D. Comprehensive Detection

To conduct comprehensive detection, NODLINK first up-
dates the cache hopsets in the memory with the hopsets that are
constructed in the current time window. NODLINK merges the
hopsets of current time window with the hopsets in the cache if
they have the same nodes. However, if we merge the hopsets
directly, in the worst situation, a long-running process was
identified as terminal and was updated θ different neighbors in
each time window, which can result in dependency explosion.
To prevent it, we limit the hopset of each terminal within θ
nodes and replace the nodes with lower IV values with the
ones with higher IV values while merging.

After hopset merging, NODLINK assigns HAS to the
updated hopsets, as described in Section V-A. In this way,
we can connect the STP solutions of each time window to
global solution so that we can reconstruct the long-term attack
campaign. Then NODLINK leverages the Grubbs’s test [10]
to detect hopsets with abnormally high HAS. Grubbs’s test
detects whether the largest value of a set of samples is an out-
lier. We choose Grubbs’s test because it is non-parameterized
and robust to polluted training datasets. NODLINK runs the
Grubbs’s test on the in-memory cache for multiple rounds
until no outliers are flagged. Finally, the detected outliers are
identified as attack campaigns and alerts will be raised.

E. Theoretical Analysis

Complexity: In Terminal Identification, NODLINK embeds
a process to a numerical vector considering the node-level
features that the process directly accesses. Thus NODLINK
needs to explore the node-level features through edges with
the complexity O(E). In Hopset Construction, NODLINK
constructs hopset for each terminal by greedy exploring θ

nodes. Therefore the complexity of the detection is O(θN),
where N is the number of nodes in the provenance graph.

Competitive Ratio: In Section V-C, we replace the shortest
path exploration at line 6 of Algorithm 1 with the importance-
score-guided search. This replacement may result in a larger
Steiner tree in the detection, compromising the conciseness.
Therefore, in this section, we analyze the new competitive
ratio, which is the ratio between the size of the Steiner tree
generated by our algorithm to the theoretically optimal solu-
tion. Recall that a standard online STP optimization algorithm
has the competitive ratio of O(log(k)), where k is the number
of terminals. Therefore, we only need to compare our approach
to the standard online STP optimization algorithm.

Formally, in our problem, in time window i, NODLINK gets
a solution of STP Si, the hopsets in our algorithm. Our object
is to minimize the total weight c(∪ki Si), where k is the number
of time windows that we have experienced. Assume S∗ is the
standard STP solution with cost c(S∗) = STANDARD(G)
and O∗ is the standard STP solution with cost c(O∗) =
OPT (G) [39]. So the competitive ratio can be derived as:

c(∪ki Si)

c(S∗)
∗ c(S∗)

c(O∗)
=

c(∪ki Si)

c(S∗)
log(k)

For c(∪k
i Si)

c(S∗) , we have the following derivation:

c(∪ki Si)

c(S∗)
≤

∑k
i c(Si)

c(S∗)
≤ |T |θ

c(S∗)
≤ |T |θ
|T | − 1

≤ 2θ (2)

As we defined in Section IV, we assign each edge the
weight of 1, so the total weight of the solution is the number
of edges. For the first step in Equation 2, the same edges
can be merged so we have c(∪ki Si) ≤

∑k
i c(Si). In each time

window, NODLINK explores at most θ nodes for each terminal.
Thus, there are at most θ edges. And we guarantee the hopset
of each terminal within θ nodes so the total number of edges
is less than |T |θ, where |T | is the number of terminals. Thus
we have

∑k
i c(Si) ≤ |T |θ for the second step in Equation 2.

And for the weight of optimal solution c(S∗), it needs at least
|T | − 1 edges for connection, so we have c(S∗) ≥ |T | − 1 in
the third step. Then obviously, |T |θ

|T |−1 ≤ 2 because |T | ≥ 2 in
most of the cases in APT detection.

To sum up, NODLINK can get a 2θ log(k) = O(log(k))
bounded competitive ratio since θ is a constant. In other words,
our importance-score-guided search does not change the worst-
case competitive ratio of the original online STP algorithm.

VI. EVALUATION

NODLINK has three design goals: (1) achieving high node-
level accuracy, (2) achieving high graph-level accuracy, and (3)
achieving high throughput. Therefore we focus on answering
the following research questions.

• RQ 1: Can NODLINK achieve higher graph-level accuracy
than SOTA solutions?
• RQ 2: Can NODLINK achieve higher node-level accuracy

than SOTA solutions?
• RQ 3: Can NODLINK achieve higher detection efficiency

than SOTA solutions?
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TABLE II: Summary of our evaluation datasets

Dataset #APT Duration #Host Event Rate #Activities*

Close
World

DARPA-CADETS 3 247h 1 16.87 eps 21
DARPA-THEIA 1 247h 1 11.25 eps 97
DARPA-TRACE 2 264h 1 75.76 eps 93
Industrial Arena 3 336h 22 40.74 eps 197
In-lab Arena 5 144h 5 48.23 eps 202

Open
World - 7 120h 300+ 39.35 eps 568

* #Activities is the number of malicious activities in the dataset.

• RQ 4: What is the impact of our optimization on efficiency?
• RQ 5: Can NODLINK effectively detect and recover the

scenarios of real attacks in a production environment?
• RQ 6: How do the hyperparameters affect the performance

of NODLINK?

A. Experiment Protocol

We implement NODLINK in Python with 5K+ Lines of
Code (LoC) and integrate it into Sangfor’s EDR solution.
NODLINK leverages the agents of the industrial EDR to collect
provenance data from monitored hosts. The collected data have
the same format as other detection systems [37], [74].

We choose HOLMES [74] and UNICORN [37], two of
the representative online provenance-based APT attack detec-
tion systems, and ProvDetector [92], one of the well-known
offline provenance-based for detecting stealthy malware, as
the baselines for comparison. HOLMES is one of the SOTA
rule-based systems. We use HOLMES as a baseline because
it provides complete detection rules in its paper so that we
can re-implement it. In addition, there are two other rule-
based systems, MORSE [46] and RapSheet [40], that are as
effective as HOLMES. However, both alternatives rely on rules
from commercial EDRs or enterprise-specific policies that are
not reported in the paper. Thus, we decide not to implement
MORSE and RapSheet to avoid possible bias. UNICORN
is the SOTA learning-based detection system. We directly
use the published source code of UNICORN and use its
default parameters, but modify its data parser to accept our
data format. In order to more comprehensively evaluate the
performance of NODLINK, we also choose one of the SOTA
offline systems, ProvDetector. We implement ProvDetector
and release the code in the same GitHub repository. Our
experiments are carried out on a server running Ubuntu 20.04
64-bit OS with 32-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @
2.10GHz, 64GB memory.

The main challenge in evaluating an APT detection system
is to avoid the problem of “close-world data”, which means
building the solution based on a known dataset that leads to
overfitting. Existing solutions [38], [41], [92], [74], [73], [46],
[40], including HOLMES [74] and UNICORN [37] are facing
this problem. To avoid the “close-world” problem, we conduct
an open-world experiment by deploying NODLINK to realistic
production environments, with the parameters obtained from
the close-world experiment. The high-level summarization of
our datasets is in Table II.

B. Metrics

Formally, we define graph-level accuracy as two metrics:
graph-level precision and graph-level recall.

Graph-level accuracy. We define graph-level precision as:
GTP

GTP+GFP , where GTP and GFP are graph-level true pos-
itives and false positives, respectively. We say a provenance
graph is GTP if it contains attack steps and is reported as an
alert. For instance, the provenance graph in Figure 1 is a GTP .
Otherwise, we consider it as GFP . We define graph-level
recall as GTP

GTP+GFN , where GFN is the number of graph-
level false negatives. We say a provenance graph is GFN if
it contains attack steps but is not identified as an alert.

Node-level accuracy. Node-level accuracy measures the gran-
ularity of an online detection system. It includes metrics:
node-level precision and node-level recall. Specifically, node-
level precision is defined as NTP

NTP+NFP , where NTP and
NFP are the numbers of node-level true positives and false
positives, respectively. We say a node in a provenance graph
is NTP if it is attack-relevant and is included in an alert.
Otherwise, we consider it as NFP . We define node-level recall
as NTP

NTP+NFN , where NFN is the number of node-level false
negatives. We say an event in a provenance graph is NFN if
it is attack-relevant but is not included in an alert.

C. Close-World Experiment

In the close-world evaluation, we build five datasets. The
first three are CADETS, THEIA, and TRACE from the
DARPA TC Engagement 3 (E3) database [1]. We choose
these three datasets because they are widely used in evaluating
provenance-based detection systems [37], [46]. Besides the
three datasets from DARPA TC, we also build two datasets,
industrial Arena and In-lab Arena, that represent the realistic
production environment of a security company, Sangfor. The
Industrial Arena dataset includes the provenance data of a
14-day internal security evaluation engagement of Sangfor. It
contains 22 working machines of its employees and three APT
attacks simulated by a professional red team. The three attacks
include the well-known APT29[2] attack, the APT32[3] attack,
and a new one that exploits the latest Log4j2 (CVE-2021-
44228)[9] vulnerability.

In addition to the Industrial Arena dataset, we also built
a smaller testbed that simulated the internal environment of
Sangfor and made the collected data publicly available1. The
data were collected from five hosts: one Ubuntu 20.04 server,
two Windows Server 2012 R2 Datacenter, one Windows Server
2019 Datacenter, and one Windows 10 desktop host. We
deployed Apache and PostgreSQL on Windows Servers and
Nginx and PostgreSQL on Ubuntu 20.04 to simulate servers
in Sangfor. The Windows 10 desktop was used to simulate the
PCs used by the employees. On Windows Server 2012 and
Ubuntu 20.04, we carried out the two real attacks from Sangfor.
The attacker exploits the Apache Struts2-046 (CVE-2017-
5638) vulnerability [63] for remote code execution and then
penetrates the database on Ubuntu 20.04 by exploiting weak
passwords. On Windows Server 2012, the attacker exploits the
“phpstudy” backdoor and uses “PAExec.exe” to control other
Windows servers remotely. On Windows 10, we carried out
APT29 [2], FIN6 [5] and SideWinder [7] using the Atomic Red
Team [4] and techniques based on MITRE’s ATT&CK [12].
We have also provided detailed attack steps in the documents
of our repository.

1https://github.com/Nodlink/Simulated-Data
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For each dataset, we partition its benign data into a training
set (80% of the graphs) and a test dataset (20% of the graphs).
We then trained the detection model on the benign training set
and evaluated the performance of NODLINK on the test set
and the attack data.

To build the ground truth for the three datasets from
DARPA TC, we first labeled the attack according to the
documents provided by DARPA. We leverage the red team
in Sangfor to label the attack steps they have made for the
Industrial Arena Dataset and the In-lab Arena Dataset.

D. Open-World Experiment

In open-world evaluation, we integrate NODLINK and
baselines to a beta version of EDR of Sangfor and deploy
them to monitor the systems of realistic customers. Before our
experiment, we have no prior knowledge about the data of
customers. Thus, we can avoid over-fitting the test data. We
fine-tune the hyperparameters based on the DARPA dataset in
“close-world data” for NODLINK and baselines, and deploy the
fine-tuned models to the “open-world data” directly. The open-
world evaluation evaluates how well can NODLINK detect real
attacks in production environments.

Our open-world evaluation includes 300+ servers and
working machines of employees of 10 industrial customers
from Sangfor, including schools, research institutes, factories,
and healthcare providers. The servers include both Linux
and Windows servers that host databases and back-end web
services, while the working machines are Windows desktops
used by employees in their daily work. Overall, there are 50+
Linux machines and 250+ Windows machines. We monitor
the customers for five days. We use the first three days to
train the detection model for NODLINK and UNICORN, and
use the last two days for testing.

Ground Truth Building: It is particularly challenging to build
the ground truth for the open-world evaluation. Due to the
large number of monitored hosts and the open environment,
we cannot manually examine all system events to identify
which event is attack-relevant. To this end, we first leverage
the conventional EDR with 1000+ rules customized for the
customers of Sangfor to label the possible attack-relevant
events. However, this conventional EDR is overly conservative.
It reports about 135,700 alerts for the two-day testing period. A
professional security team of Sangfor manually examined the
alerts and identified about 2,000 true alerts, which we consider
attack-relevant events. Note that, unlike the NODLINK and
the two baselines, conventional EDR cannot automatically
reconstruct the attack campaigns from attack-relevant events.
Therefore, the same security team manually reconstructs seven
APT attack campaigns from the attack-relevant events. We put
a detailed description of the attacks in Section VI-I.

Hyper-parameter Setting: We empirically set the five hyper-
parameters, α, β, and γ, θ, and ϵ, of NODLINK with DARPA
datasets (CADETS, THEIA, and TRACE). We set α as 0.9,
(β,γ) as (100,1), θ = 10, and ϵ = 0.8. We will discuss our
rationale for choosing these values in Section VI-J.

E. RQ 1: Graph-Level Accuracy

We report the graph-level precision and graph-level recall
of NODLINK and the three baselines in Table III.

TABLE III: Ground truth and detection results of the datasets.
The precision and recall of UNICORN for CADETS and
THEIA are from the original paper [37]. ProvDetector fails to
report any alerts on the DARPA-CADETS dataset and cannot
conduct detection on DARPA-TRACE dataset due to memory
limitation. HOLMES fails to report any alerts on the open-
world dataset.

Dataset ProvDetector HOLMES UNICORN NODLINK

P R P R P R P R
DARPA-CADETS NA NA 0.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DARPA-THEIA 0.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DARPA-TRACE NA NA 0.15 1.00 0.28 1.00 0.67 1.00
Industrial Arena 0.75 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00
In-lab Arena 0.65 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00
Open-World 0.11 1.00 NA NA 0.15 1.00 0.35 1.00

Close-World Result: As shown in Table III, although these
systems can detect all attacks, they report more false positives
than NODLINK. Specifically, ProvDetector, UNICORN and
HOLMES generate 783, 14 and 416 GFPs. On the contrary,
NODLINK only reports one false positive in these datasets.

ProvDetector fails to detect the attack in DARPA-CADETS
and cannot conduct detection on DARPA-TRACE due to
memory limitation. It also has the lowest graph-level precision
on DARPA-THEIA because it cannot handle browser activities
that explode dependencies. For example, ProvDetector mistak-
enly reports false alerts when Firefox connects to new IP ad-
dresses. UNICORN has lower graph-level precision because it
over-approximates the provenance graph. UNICORN projects
a provenance graph to a numerical vector for detection. This
step downgrades its graph-level precision. HOLMES has more
GFPs because its rules are overly conservative. For example,
the command-line utility rule of HOLMES marks a process
as anomalous if the process runs command-line utilities after
accessing an untrusted IP address. This rule generates a lot of
false positives for long-running processes such as Nginx: once
an Nginx process receives a connection from the untrusted
IP, all shell command executions forked by the Nginx process
are marked as anomalies. Although building more complex
rules can improve the precision of HOLMES, it is tedious
to consider the heterogeneity of systems and the number of
different types of system activities.

Open-World Results: We also show the result of the open-
world experiment in Table III. Overall, the result is consistent
with that of the close-world experiment. NODLINK has a lower
node-level precision in the open-world experiment because the
signal-noise ratio is much lower in the open-world experiment.
NODLINK outperforms the baselines. Particularly, HOLMES
FAILS to detect any attacks in the open-world experiment
because its rule set lacks rules to detect webshells and process
hijacking attacks. Unfortunately, the attacks in the open-world
experiment all leverage webshells and related attacks that
hijack running processes to stay stealthy. Thus, HOLMES fails
to capture any of them.

F. RQ 2: Node-Level Accuracy

We evaluate the node-level accuracy of NODLINK and
compare it to our two baselines. We show the results of node-
level precision and node-level recall in Table IV and Table V.
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TABLE IV: Node-level precision of NODLINK and baselines.
PI, HI and UI mean the improvement of NODLINK over
ProvDetector, HOLMES and UNICORN respectively.

Node-level Precision

ProvDetector HOLMES UNICORN NodLink
(PI,HI,UI)

DARPA-CADETS NA 2.84× 10−3 1.25× 10−4 0.14
(-,47,1082)

DARPA-THEIA 0.01 3.61× 10−3 1.86× 10−4 0.23
(23,62,1218)

DARPA-TRACE NA 1.35× 10−3 3.20× 10−5 0.25
(-,184,7817)

Industrial Arena 0.14 5.10× 10−3 1.39× 10−3 0.21
(2,41,152)

In-lab Arena 0.16 8.76× 10−3 1.95× 10−3 0.17
(1,19,87)

Open-World 0.13 NA 3.61× 10−4 0.14
(1,NA,390)

TABLE V: Node-level recall of NODLINK and baselines.
Higher is better. A value of 1 means that all attack actions
have been captured, while 0 means all attack steps are missed.

Node-level Recall
ProvDetector HOLMES NODLINK

DARPA-CADETS NA 0.95 1.00
DARPA-THEIA 1.00 0.98 1.00
DARPA-TRACE NA 0.74 0.98
Industrial Arena 0.20 0.23 0.96
In-lab Arena 0.98 0.32 0.92
Open-World 1.00 NA 1.00

Close-World Results: The node-level precision of NODLINK
is comparable with offline solution, ProvDetector. For online
solutions, NODLINK is one to two orders of magnitude higher
than HOLMES and two to three orders of magnitude higher
than UNICORN.

For node-level recall, NODLINK captures most of the attack
steps in its reported provenance graph. On average, NODLINK
covers 98% of the attack-relevant events. The missed steps are
about reconnaissance, such as running “whoami”, “ipconfig”,
“tasklist” and “systeminfo” to collect information about a
system. NODLINK has captured all steps that are related to run-
ning attack payloads and lateral movement in our experiment.
HOLMES has a lower node-level recall because it lacks rules
to detect several attack steps. For example, it cannot detect
attack steps that are initiated by internal files.

We cannot measure the node-level recall for UNICORN
because it simply reports all events in a provenance graph
regardless of whether an event is relevant or irrelevant to an
attack. Thus, although UNICORN captures all attack steps
in its reported provenance graphs, it has magnitudes lower
node-level precision than others. In addition, UNICORN is
incompatible with other investigation techniques because all
investigation techniques need suspicious nodes or edges of
IOCs to initiate the investigation. UNICORN does not produce
an IOC as a starting point for investigation techniques. Instead,
it generates a provenance graph that includes attacks. There-
fore, we cannot combine UNICORN with post-processing
steps to increase its node-level precision.

Open-World Results: We also report the results of the open-
world evaluation in Table IV and Table V. We skip the data
of HOLMES as it fails to detect any attacks in the open-
world experiment. Generally, the results are consistent with
the results of close-world experiments. NODLINK achieves
the same node-level recall as UNICORN with two orders of
magnitude higher node-level precision.

G. RQ 3: Efficiency

We evaluate how efficiently NODLINK can detect APT
attacks in a timely manner by measuring its throughput, which
is defined as how many system events can be processed per
second. Before running the empirical experiments, we first
report our theoretical analysis of the complexity of our base-
lines. ProvDetector first extracts all the paths in the provenance
graph and calculates the regularity score for each event. Then it
converts the detection to finding K longest paths on a directed
acyclic graph, which is solved by Epstein’s algorithm [24]
with time complexity O(E + N logN). HOLMES processes
provenance graphs through a policy matching engine. There-
fore, its time complexity is O(E), where E is the number
of edges. UNICORN constructs graph histograms with the
complexity O(R ∗E) and uses HistoSketch [102] to generate
graph sketches in real time, where R is the number of hops, and
the E is the number of edges, as it is claimed in its paper [37].
Remember that the complexity of NODLINK is O(θN). Thus,
our analysis expects that NODLINK and HOLMES are much
faster than ProvDetector and UNICORN.

Figure 2 shows the empirical results. The y-axis is the num-
ber of events processed per second in each dataset. Overall,
the throughput of NODLINK is comparable to the throughput
of HOLMES. NODLINK has a higher throughput in DARPA-
THEIA and DARPA-TRACE, while HOLMES has a higher
throughput for the In-lab Arena dataset and the open-world
experiment. HOLMES operates in two stages: (1) match Tac-
tics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) from provenance data,
(2) link TTPs to High-level Scenario Graph (HSG). However,
HOLMES fails to match some crucial steps in the in-lab arena
and open-world datasets, as illustrated in Table V. This failure
at the first stage eliminates the need for the second step,
resulting in a higher throughput performance of HOLMES in
these two datasets. ProvDetector shows the poorest throughput
because it needs to calculate the regularity score for each event
and find K longest paths. As listed in Table II, an open-
world host generates an average of 40 events per second. In
industrial settings, a central-based detection system is expected
to handle hundreds to thousands of hosts in a cluster [21]. With
an assumption of 500 hosts, the system must process 20,000
events per second. Therefore, the throughput of UNICORN and
ProvDetector falls short of industrial requirements. Overall, our
evaluation shows that NODLINK has a comparable or higher
throughput than existing detection systems.

H. RQ 4: Ablation Study on Efficiency

NODLINK designs in-memory cache and the ISG to im-
prove efficiency. In this section, we conduct an ablation
study on their impact respectively on efficiency using DARPA
datasets. To evaluate the cache design, we disable the cache
and store all the provenance data and cached graphs in
the graph database Neo4j. To evaluate the ISG algorithm,
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Fig. 2: Throughput of NODLINK and the three baselines on
different datasets. ProvDetector failed to run on DARPA-
TRACE, so we cannot get the throughput.

TABLE VI: Ablation study on the efficiency of NODLINK.
“w/o Cache” disables the in-memory cache. “w/Kou” replaces
ISG with Kou algorithm. “w/Mehlhorn” replaces ISG with
Mehlhorn algorithm. We regard the throughput of NODLINK
as standard.

NODLINK
w/o Cache

NODLINK
w/Kou

NODLINK
w/Mehlhorn

NODLINK
w/ISG

DARPA-CADETS ×82.54 ×8406.86 ×3.08 1
DARPA-THEIA ×102.36 - ×47.79 1
DARPA-TRACE ×159.06 - ×111.21 1

we use the conventional Steiner Tree approximation algo-
rithms, Kou [61], with O(|T ||V |2) time complexity, and
Mehlhorn [104] with O(|E| + |V | log(|V |)) time complexity,
in each time window as the baseline. We show the results in
Table VI. We set the throughput of NODLINK as the baseline
and calculate the ratio between them. Overall, the design of
the in-memory cache and the ISG search algorithm improves
the detection efficiency greatly.

As shown in Table VI, when disabling the in-memory
cache design, the efficiency is 82.54 - 159.06 times slower
than the original design. When replacing our algorithm with
Kou, the efficiency is 8406.86 times slower on the DARPA-
CADETS. We failed to get the exact time of Kou due to
the long processing time for the other two datasets. When
replacing our algorithm with Mehlhorn, the efficiency is 3.08
- 111.21 times slower. We can find that the efficiency of these
algorithms decreases as the dataset size increases, which is a
consequence of their high complexity.

I. RQ 5: Attacks Detected In Production

In this section, we show how NODLINK detects real attacks
in the open-world experiment with seven case studies. Overall,
HOLMES fails to detect all these attacks because it lacks the
rule to detect the code injection of webshell. NODLINK and
UNICORN can successfully detect them. However, NODLINK

w3wp.exe

GotoHTTP_x64.exe

Wlw.exe

fscan.exewevtutil

regdit.exe

devmgmt.
msc

ping

csc.exe

RES6B15.tmp
App_Web_5rt
zcu10.pdb

gotohttp.ini
gotohttp.lst

explorer.exe…

…

① Hijacked IIS Server

④ CS Backdoor

⑤ Intranet Blasting⑥ Log Cleanup

② Trojan Execution
③ Remote Tools

Code Injection

UNICORN: 100K  nodes

NodLink: 260+ nodes

Fig. 3: An attack that first injects a web shell to the Windows
IIS Web server and leaves a Cobalt Strike (CS) backdoor for
lateral movement. Then it uploads the remote invocation tool
for persistence and privilege escalation.

has a much higher node-level precision, which can always be
magnitudes larger than UNICORN.

Attack 1: In this attack, the attacker first hijacks the Windows
IIS Web Server “w3wp.exe” through web shell injection. Then
the attacker uses “csc.exe” to execute a trojan. In addition, the
attacker also uploads the remote tools “GotoHTTP x64.exe”
to edit the registry and manages the devices for persistence and
privilege escalation. Finally, he leaves a backdoor “Wlw.exe”
to carry out intranet blasting with “fscan.exe” and uses “wev-
tutil” to clear footprints.

NODLINK and UNICORN have successfully detected this
attack. However, NODLINK has a much higher node-level
accuracy. Figure 3 shows the provenance graph for the attack.
The part boxed by the red dashed lines is the provenance
graph generated by NODLINK (with about 260 nodes) and the
part boxed by green dashed lines is generated by UNICORN
(with more than 100K nodes). The node-level precision of
NODLINK in this case is 0.27, which is magnitudes larger
than UNICORN. Besides, NODLINK can also identify the core
attack steps, such as running the webshell (“w3wp.exe”), the
trojan “csc.exe”, and other attack tools, as terminals, which
are marked as red-solid boxes. In Figure 3, we can observe
that the provenance graph of UNICORN has many attack-
irrelevant events caused by the file explorer of Windows
(“explorer.exe”). These events are problematic for attack inves-
tigation. HOLMES fails to detect this attack because it lacks
the rule to detect the code injection of webshell.

Our two baselines HOLMES and UNICORN cannot per-
form well on this attack scenario. For HOLMES, the code
injection in the initial compromise stage, labeled with blue
dotted boxes in Figure 3, cannot be matched up with the rules
listed in HOLMES. Therefore it misses the whole attack. For
UNICORN, although it can detect the attack, it reports the
whole provenance graph with more than 100,000 nodes, which
contains a large number of irrelevant events, such as the file
manager application “explorer.exe”. Thus, it is very difficult
for security admins to analyze the result of UNICORN.

Attack 2: As shown in Figure 4, the attacker first hijacks the
SQL Server on one host from an internal IP, then uses “certutil”
to download a backdoor “FgB.exe”, and leverages “wmic” to
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Code Injection
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FgB.exe

④ Remote Desktop Control

reg

③ Persistence

net user /add

…

Fig. 4: An attack that hijacks the SQL server and downloads
a backdoor for lateral movement. Then it adds the user to
administrators and sets up the remote desktop control.

set up the remote desktop control. Finally, the attacker adds a
hidden user to the administrators for persistence, accesses the
data stored in the database, and sends them to another internal
IP for data exfiltration.

The part boxed by the red dashed lines is the provenance
graph generated by NODLINK (with about 50 nodes) and the
part boxed by green dashed lines is generated by UNICORN
(with more than 5K nodes). The node-level precision of
NODLINK in this case is 0.34. Besides, NODLINK can also
identify the core attack steps, such as hijacked SQL Server
(“sqlservr.exe”), the backdoor “FgB.exe”, and other Living-
Off-The-Land (LotL) attack tools, as terminals, which are
marked as red-solid boxes. In Figure 4, we can observe that
the provenance graph of UNICORN has many attack-irrelevant
events that are generated by the normal behaviors of the SQL
Server process (“sqlservr.exe”).

Attack 3: As shown in Figure 5, in this attack, the adversary
injects a web shell to a Tomcat server “Tomcat8.exe” and
leaves several backdoors. Then he uses “frpc.exe” and “ping-
tunnel” for lateral movement, runs a reverse proxy “1.exe” to
keep C&C and scans for sensitive information.

The part boxed by the red dashed lines is the provenance
graph generated by NODLINK (with about 350 nodes) and the
part boxed by green dashed lines is generated by UNICORN
(with more than 33K nodes). The node-level precision of
NODLINK in this case is 0.22. Besides, NODLINK can also
identify the core attack steps, such as hijacked Tomcat (“Tom-
cat8.exe”), process that leaves a backdoor, the reverse proxy
“1.exe”, and other steps for lateral movement, as terminals,
which are marked as red-solid boxes. In Figure 5, we can
observe that the provenance graph of UNICORN has many
attack-irrelevant events that are generated by the file explorer
of Windows (“explorer.exe”).

Attack 4: As shown in Figure 6, the attacker hijacks the
SQL Server with backdoor “111.jsp” and uses “certutil.exe”
to download “scvhost.exe”, the CS Trojan with a deceptive
process name that is similar to the Host Process for Windows
Services “svchost.exe”, on the server, and successfully com-
municates to the outside. Then he sets up a reverse proxy,
collects the sensitive information and uses “fscan.exe” which is
renamed as “tomcat log.exe” to scan the intranet. It generates
a “result.txt” file to record multiple intranet vulnerabilities.

Tomcat8.exe

pingtunnel.exe

1.exe

① Hijacked Tomcat

④ Lateral Movement

Code Injection

UNICORN: 33K nodes
NodLink: 350+ nodes② Leave Backdoor

frpc.exe –c c.ini

echo <executable 
code> > 402.jsp

404.jsp

402.jsp

explorer.exe

…

③ Reverse Proxy
ipconfig

tasklist

netstat

⑤ Collection

Fig. 5: An attack that injects executable code to Tomcat and
leaves a backdoor. Then it uploads the reverse proxy tool,
carries out lateral movement and collects system information
along with the whole procedure.

sqlservr.exe

fpc.exe
① Hijacked SQL Server

Code Injection

UNICORN: 10K nodes
NodLink: 80+ nodes② Leave Backdoor

echo <executable 
code> >111.jsp

…

ping whoami netstat

⑤ Collection

certutil.exe scvhost.exe

tomcat_log.exe

⑥ Intranet Blasting

result.txt

③ Trojan Download

④ Reverse Proxy

Fig. 6: An attack that first injects a web shell to SQL Server
and leaves a backdoor. Then it downloads Trojan for reverse
proxy and intranet blasting. During the whole procedure, it
collects the system information.

The red dashed box contains the provenance graph from
NODLINK (with about 80 nodes), while the green dashed
box holds the UNICORN-generated part (over 10K nodes).
The node-level precision of NODLINK in this case is 0.75.
NODLINK can also identify the core attack steps, such as
hijacked SQL Server (“sqlservr.exe”), process that leaves a
backdoor, the Trojan process “scvhost.exe”, and other steps
for lateral movement and reverse proxy, as terminals, which
are marked as red-solid boxes. In Figure 6, we can observe that
the provenance graph of UNICORN has many attack-irrelevant
events that are generated by the normal behaviors of the SQL
Server process (“sqlservr.exe”).

Attack 5: As shown in Figure 7, the attacker uses
“wmiprvse.exe”, Windows Management Instrumentation
(WMI) that provides management information and control
in an enterprise environment, to run remote commands
on the host through the domain account and execute the
“Tomcat.exe” to copy itself to “Proxy.exe” and sets up reverse
proxy tools “sqlc.exe”. Then the adversary creates scheduled
tasks “WinUpdate” for permission maintenance.

The part boxed by the red dashed lines is the provenance
graph generated by NODLINK (with about 900 nodes) and
the part boxed by green dashed lines is generated by UNI-
CORN (with more than 63K nodes). The node-level precision
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Fig. 7: An attack that hijacks the WMI process and executes
Tomcat remotely. Then it sets up reverse proxy and copies
itself to create scheduled task for permission maintenance.

rundll32.exe

cmd.exe

① Hijacked Windows Process

Code Injection

UNICORN: 25K nodes
NodLink: 400+ nodes

fscan.exe

③ Intranet Blasting
② Reverse Proxy

fpc.exe telnet system.hive

reg

④ Privilege Escalation 

Fig. 8: An attack that injects to Windows DLL Applications.
Then it modifies the registry and executes the reverse proxy
and intranet blasting tools.

of NODLINK in this case is 0.22. Besides, NODLINK can
also identify the core attack steps, such as hijacked WMI
(“wmiprvse.exe”), the remote execution “Tomcat.exe”, and
other steps for reverse proxy and scheduled task, as terminals,
which are marked as red-solid boxes. In Figure 7, we can
observe that the provenance graph of UNICORN has many
attack-irrelevant events that are generated by the normal be-
haviors of the SQL Server process (“sqlservr.exe”).

Attack 6: As shown in Figure 8, the server is attacked
by malicious code memory injection into the system process
“rundll32.exe” to set up malicious external connection. Then
the malicious intranet proxy tool “frp” and intranet scanning
tool “fscan” are subsequently implanted for reverse proxy and
intranet blasting. He also uses “reg” to modify the registry for
privilege escalation.

The part boxed by the red dashed lines is the provenance
graph generated by NODLINK (with about 400 nodes) and the
part boxed by green dashed lines is generated by UNICORN
(with more than 25K nodes). The node-level precision of
NODLINK in this case is 0.20. Besides, NODLINK can also
identify the core attack steps, such as hijacked “rundll32.exe”,
which loads and runs 32-bit Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLLs),
the process for intranet blasting “fscan.exe”, and other steps
for reverse proxy and privilege escalation, as terminals, which
are marked as red-solid boxes. In Figure 8, we can observe that
the provenance graph of UNICORN has many attack-irrelevant
events that are generated by the normal behaviors of “rundll32”
that executes the normal DLLs.

Tomcat.exe

① Hijacked Tomcat

Code Injection

UNICORN: 268K nodes
NodLink: 1800+ nodes

…

ping

whoami
netstat

④ Collection20220831010
1351.jsp

Godzilla.jsp

explorer.exe

dt.exe

…

② Reverse Proxy

③ File Upload

Fig. 9: An attack that first injects Tomcat Server and uploads
lots of malicious files, including backdoors. Then it sets up
reverse proxy and collects the system information.

Attack 7: As shown in Figure 9, the attacker tries to connect
to the webshell backdoor of the server “Tomcat.exe” and
uploads a large number of files. In the temporary directory,
88 files uploaded by the attacker are found, 4 of which are
Godzilla webshell and 1 is the dog-tunnel proxy tool. The rest
are vulnerability test files. Then the attacker sets up “dt.exe”
as reverse proxy.

The part boxed by the red dashed lines is the provenance
graph generated by NODLINK (with about 1800 nodes) and the
part boxed by green dashed lines is generated by UNICORN
(with more than 289K nodes). NODLINK can identify the
core attack steps, such as hijacked Tomcat (“Tomcat.exe”),
the reverse proxy “dt.exe”, and the file explorer that lists
a large number of malicious files, as terminals, which are
marked as red-solid boxes. In Figure 9, we can observe that
the provenance graph of UNICORN has many attack-irrelevant
events that are generated by the normal behaviors of the file
explorer (“explorer.exe”).

J. RQ 6: Hyperparameters

We choose the default hyperparameters using the optimal
experiment results on DARPA dataset. Overall, NODLINK is
robust to changes in parameters because we choose to use
non-parameterized learning techniques.

α, β and γ in Hopset Construction. In Hopset Construction,
α affects node distance’s impact on anomaly score. α values
of 0.5-0.9 performed equally well on graph-level accuracy
and node-level accuracy. β should be much larger than γ to
prioritize nodes with close AS. We tested (100,1), (500,1), and
(1000,1) for β and γ and got similar results on graph-level
accuracy and node-level accuracy.

θ in Hopset Construction. We use node-level precision and
node-level recall to measure the impact of our tool under
different θ values. θ determines the search scope for each
terminal, affecting graph-level and node-level accuracy. node-
level precision decreases and node-level recall increases with
higher θ values. Setting θ to 10 ensures complete reporting of
attack scenarios while maintaining acceptable precision. The
detailed result is in Figure 10(a).

Decaying Factor ϵ. For the optimal value of the decaying
factor ϵ, we measured the number of false positives and
true positives by varying the value of the ϵ, as shown in
Figure 10(b). In our experiment, NODLINK can detect all the
attacks in all the settings from 0.5-0.9, which means that the
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Fig. 10: Performance of NODLINK on different parameters.

graph-level recall is 1. The results also show that, when the
decaying factor ϵ is less than 0.8, more false positives are
reported. Because ϵ can affect how long a graph is kept in the
cache. The smaller the value, the higher the probability that
the graph will be evicted from the cache. Therefore, ϵ = 0.8
in our experiments.

VII. RELATED WORK

King et al. [59] first introduced provenance graphs and
backtracking, leading to numerous techniques for system au-
diting [16], [91], [42], [89], [35], [26], [53], [67], network de-
bugging [15], [96], and access control [82]. Besides the online
detection systems summarized in Section VI-A, SLEUTH [45]
is the first provenance-based online APT detection system.
Various offline post-mortem attack investigation systems [59],
[68], [41], [38], [30], [69], [92], [36], [75] exist, using heavy
graph learning algorithms. However, these can delay detection,
leading to financial losses [28]. Compared to these systems,
NODLINK is the first online system that achieves high detec-
tion accuracy without losing detection granularity. There are
also studies on conventional intrusion detection systems [29],
[93], [94], [27], [86], [23], [22], [54]. However, these systems
are orthogonal to NODLINK since they cannot support APT
attack investigation. We can borrow the idea of the recent
progress in conventional intrusion detection systems to im-
prove the accuracy of anomaly identification in Section V-B in
the future. Researchers have studied approximation algorithms

for STP that offer near-optimum solutions with polynomial
running time [61], [32], [84], [103]. However, their complexity
is too high for online APT detection.

NODLINK is also related to conventional Host-based In-
trusion Detection techniques (HIDS). Log2vec [66] embeds
the logs into vectors by graph embedding with a random
walk on the heterogeneous graph. Deeplog [23] models the
sequence and context feature of logs using the Long-Short-
Term-Memory (LSTM). These techniques are less effective in
detecting APT attacks because they cannot link attack steps
and reconstruct APT attack campaigns.

VIII. DISCUSSIONS

Evasion: NODLINK maintains security parity with other
score-propagation-based techniques like MORSE [46], Prio-
Tracker [68], and NoDoze [41], offering efficient and accurate
anomaly score calculation for provenance subgraphs. Despite
its robustness, two potential attacks against NODLINK are
identified. First, attackers could use benign decoy events to
reduce an attack path’s anomaly score, exploiting the decaying
factor used in score propagation. However, this theoretical
threat is less problematic in practice, as creating benign nodes
often results in new anomalies and creates detectably anoma-
lous path shapes. Secondly, attackers could attempt to evade
detection by extending the time interval between each attack
step, leading to anomalous nodes being purged from the cache.
NODLINK counters this through a node retrieval mechanism
that reinstates evicted nodes from the disk, as described in
Section V-A, safeguarding against long-term attack evasion.

Robustness: NODLINK is resilient to a training dataset con-
taining minor attacks, thanks to Grubbs’s test identifying and
the robustness of VAE. We assessed NODLINK’s robustness
against polluted training data using five close-world datasets,
to which we added one day of attack data. Results showed
NODLINK’s graph and node-level accuracy remained unaf-
fected by the presence of a few attack-related data in the
training set. This supports our design choice to employ VAE
and non-parameterized anomaly detection techniques.

Other OS: NODLINK supports provenance data collected from
different operating systems. At present, the experimental data
of NODLINK is collected from Ubuntu and Windows hosts,
but it also supports other systems such as openEuler.

IX. CONCLUSION

Online provenance-based detection systems are preferred
over post-mortem ones for detecting APT attacks in a timely
manner. However, existing systems sacrifice detection gran-
ularity for accuracy due to limited resources and timeliness.
We observe that existing systems fail to achieve fine-grained
detection because they waste most of the limited resources on
obviously benign events. To this end, we propose NODLINK,
an online provenance-based detection system that can achieve
fine-grained detection while meeting the constraints of limited
resources and timeliness. The key idea of NODLINK is to
model the APT attack detection problem as an STP, which has
efficient online approximation algorithms with theoretically
bounded errors. Our experiments in a production environment
show that NODLINK can achieve magnitudes higher detection
and investigation accuracy with the same or higher throughput
compared with two SOTA online provenance analysis systems.
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